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I saw a mourner standing at eventide over
the grave of one dearest to him on earth.
The memory of joys that were past came
crowding on his soul. And is this, said he,
‘ all that remains of one so loved and so
lovely ?’ I call but no voice answers. Oh !
my loved one will not hear !
O death !
hast thou done ? —Let me lie down and for
get my sorrows in the slumber of the grave !
While he thought thus in* agony, the gen
tle form of Christianity came by. She bade
him look upward, and to the eye of faith
the heavens were disclosed. He heard the
song and transport of the great multitude
which no man can number around thq
throne. There, were the spirits of the just
made perfect ; there, the spirit of her he
mourned ! Their happiness was pure, per
manent, perfect. The mourner then wiped
the tears from his eyes, took courage and
thanked God. ‘ All the days of my ap
pointed time,’ said he, will I wait till my
change come ; and he returned to the du
ties of life, no longer sorrowing as those
who have no hope.

H

.

ome —Let no man ever think of a hap
piness distinct from the happiness of his
home. The gayest must have their languid,
sick and solitary hours. The busiest must
often relax their labor, and there must be
some retreat for them, where they may seek
refreshment for their cares and collect the
spirits that disappointment so frequently de
press.—They who live the most for the
public, still live for the public but in a small
part, and they are apt to find the public ser
vice a heavy burthen, which gentler encour
agement than that of ambition must furnish
the strength to support.
Extract.—Piety, from one extremity of
the earth to the other, is a holy and mag
nificent sympathy of hearts. xAnd what
name can we give to the affections [nature’s
most precious gift,j if we despoil them of
the religious sentiment, which is their soul ?
Will they be a charm or a poison ? Shall
we be satisfied or deceived by them ? With
out religion, what would remain tobe shared
with those we love ?
In what thoughts
should we understand one another ? Ah,
how poor would be our. language ; with
what trembling would our eyes meet !
With what despair should we bid farewell,
aud lose each other here below ?
Our
souls would but touch in passing ; they
could not mingle together. Love and hap
piness, the apparent ends of our destiny,
would contradict each other. The selfish
man would alone be prudent. Well ! Let
selfishness and irreligión triumph together ;
snows, darkness and annihilation are their
empire. Oh, deprived of religion, what is
man ? What does he find in himself to
love, to cherish, to protect ? What a mel
ancholy sterility remains even in the eyes of
selfishness !
But give this feeble, restless
creature, religion ; he can then love himself
justly and really, and taste some sweetness,
and find some fruit even in this solitary af
fection ; the instinct which leads him to sell,
will be legitimate and satisfactory : and
though separated from all created things and i
seeing all disappear from vision, all will
still remain to him ; for the Infinite will re
main, the object of his worship, the end of
his hopes.—Degerando.
The greatest obstacle to the perpetuity of
good institutions, is doubtless in human
nature itself; which, by proof of holy writ,
as well as the whole experience of the world,
is prone to evil and that continually.”—
The history of all other Republics is briefly
¡told.—They have risen to greatness by the
practice of the stern and severe virtues, and
lheir unvaried progress has been from pros
perity to vice, and from vice to ruin. When
the mass of the people become corrupt—
cease to venerate the laws — become idle,
poor and profligate, begin to hate the rich
and covet their possessions—to desirex
change—to hope for those advantages in
■civil commotions which they aré unwilling
to gain by virtuous industry — when the love
of country is lost in the love ol faction and
a shameless scramble for power,—then,
there has always been ready some designing
man, who has availed himself of popular arts
or of that blind adulation which the multi
tude always pay to military glory, to in
gratiate himself into popular favor, to head
the deluded multitude in redressing real or
imaginary grievances, and to ride over their
necks to a throne.—Dixon’s Review.

High price and little work.—The publish
ers of Emerson’s North American Arithme
tic, part third, have offered a premium of fif
ty dollars for the best solution of the last ques
tion in the book. If the prize should fall to
9 country schoolmaster, it would double his
winter wages. The advertisement appears
4n the National Intelligencer.

SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1835.
The Printer. An Extract.—Perhaps it
may not be amiss to remember the Printer
in my discourse. He is in a very disagree
able situation. He trusts every body—he
knows not whom ; his money is scattered
every where, he hardly knows where to look
for it. His paper, his ink, his press, his
type, his journeymen’s labor, his living, &c.
must be punctually paid for. You Mr.------and Mr.------- and Mr.-------- and a hundred
others that I could name, have taken this
paper, and your wives, and your children,
and your neighbors have been amused and
informed, and I hope improved by it ; if
you miss one paper, you think very hard of
the printer or the post for it. Have you
ever complied with the terms of your sub
scription ? Have you taken as much pains to
furnish the printer with his money, as he
has to furnish you with the paper ? Have
you contributed your mite to repay him for
his ink, his paper, his types, his press, his
hand-work and head work ? If you have
not, go pay him off and sin no more.,

The French Indemnity Bill.—The Wash
ington Globe publishes without comment the
following remarks from a French pappr on
the amendment to the indemnity bill. The
writer takes a dispassionate view of the sub
ject, and one which cannot fail to be adopted
by most reflecting men on both sides of the
Atlantic.

How R. M. Johnson was nominated.__Ten
The Indians in Alabama.—A communica
nessee, it appears, sent no delegates to the tion addressed by Governor Gayle of Alaba
Humbug Convention. The Nashville Ban ma to the Secretary of War, under date of
ner says, that the people of Tennessee had so the 27th of May, gives a detail of difficulties
decidedly manifested their contemptuous op which have arisen between the whites and
position to the humbug Convention at Balti the Creek Indians, in the country lately ce
more, that the intriguers in that State did not ded by the latter to the United States. It
venture upon the nomination of even a single states, that the most violent depredations
[Translated for the Globe, from the Bordeaux delegate to that body! And yet the whole e- have been committed, and that several trav
Memorial Bordelais.]
lectoral vote of the State—amounting to 15 ellers have been murdered on the highway
What effect will the amendment of M. Valaze —was given to Van Buren and Johnson 1 leading from Columbus in Georgia to Mont
How this was done, will appear by the fol gomery, by the Indians, who are in a very
produce in the United States.
The amendment of M. Valaze, which has lowing letter from a Mr. Rucker of Tennessee. destitute condition, and must inevitably starve
been adopted by the Chamber, will, if we This gentleman was in Baltimore while the unless some provisions shall be made for
mistake not, produce a singular impression Convention was sitting, and as that patriotic them. The Governor believes that these ein America. It will not be viewed there as body happened'to want a delegate from Ten-r vils are to be ascribed to improper conduct
difficulty, whatever Mr. Livingston or those nessee, he took it upon himself to throw her on the part of speculators ; but he considers
who speak for him, may say on the subject. fifteen votes, and thus secure the nominatiofi it indispensable that a detachment of United
It will merely be considered as a proof of in of R. M. Johnson against her wishes! This States troops should be ordered into that quar
consistency, which the Chamber niight as gentleman was one of the delegates “ fresh ter as speedily as possible. Of these specula
from the people”—and his vote the lories will tors, he states, that organized bands of them
well have dispensed with giving.
This amendment requires that the twenty call the “ voice of the people.”
are daily practising the most base and unprin
cipled frauds on the Indians, by first obtain
five millions of francs should not be paid un To the editor oj the Nashville Union:
til the American Government shall have giv
Sir—You will discover my name introdu ing their lands, and then cheating them in re
en to France satisfactory explanations as to ced into the proceedings of the Baltimore gard to the payment of the stipulated consid
what were its intentions in preferring its Convention. To prevent ail misunderstand erations. “ If they,” he adds, “ could be se
claims. Now there are two contradictions ing, I make the following statement. I was lected as the victims of revenge, they would
in this ; not on the part of the opposition, not delegated to act in that Convention. I meet with little sympathy from the honest
The Difficulties of an Editor.—An ed which appears not to have comprehended a happened to be in Baltimore at. the time of its part of the community.”—Bos. Pat.
itor cannot step without treading on some word of the whole matter, but of the majori sitting and aft§r the delegates from the differ
Cholera.—The Cincinnati Courier, June 13,
body’s toes. If he expresses his opinion ty, which in all other points, has well under ent states had their credentials examined by
fearlessly and frankly, he is arrogant and stood the nature of the affair in question. the committee appointed for that purpose, says several cases of the Cholera have occur
During the whole course of the discussion, there appeared to be no one present repre- red during the present week. Among them
presumptuous, if he states facts without
these two principles have been admitted.
| senting Tennessee. This circumstance seem- were as many as four deaths.
comments, he dares not avow his^sentiments.
1. That a demand made by a creditor, even | ed to be deeply regretted by many, and upon
If he conscientiously refuses to advocate
in offensive terms, cannot relieve an honest i its being mentioned that I was there and a
A Nunnery is about to be established at
the claims of an individual to office, he is debtor from the obligation of what he owes, Tennessean, it was suggested by some that I Rochester in New-York, where hve thousand
accused of personal hostility. A jacknapes but only gives him a right to demand satis might vote, which I accordingly did.
Irish reside, principally emigrant laborers.
EDWARD RUCKER,
who measures of words into verse as a clerk faction from the claimant, after the acquital of
Of Rutherford county.
does tape—by the yard—hands him a par the debt.
A man and his wife, Germans, were killed
Nashville, June 2, 1835.
by lightning in Chambersburg, Penn, on Fri
cel of stuff that jingles like a handful of rusty
2. That in fact the President’s Message
The Baltimore Advertiser says—“ The day evening, 13th ult.
nails and a gimblet ; and if the editor is not cannot be considered an affront offered to
During the thunder storm of the 20th ultfool enough to print the nonsense—“ Stop France, as, it having been annulled by the spurious delegate is very humble and con
trite in his tone—after having committed so about two miles below Westminster, out
my paper, I won’t patronize a man that’s Senate which is essentially a part of the Ex
ecutive, and by the House of Representatives, ; foul an abuse against the people of Tennessee, of a drove of 65 fat hogs, the property of
no better judge of poetty,” as if it really were
it was only a formal act of Mr. Jackson—an j The man says he happened to be in Balti- Mr Welty, of Emmitsburg, which he was
a loss to be regretted, the profits being so act disavowed by the American nation in all j more, the Convention happened to want a del- driving to market, 63 were killed by one
enormous, and after paying four pence half that could appear to be hostile, and therefore j egate from Tennessee, and as it did not hap- stroke of lightning ! A barn was also struck
penny for a sheet of paper before it is print unworthy of engaging the attention of France \pen to matter how or by whom that Delegate and destroyed.—Adams Sentinel.
-I was appointed, he was taken into thecongreed on, together with the expenses attending for an instant.
| gation, and happened to give the fifteen elecIn a hurry.—The Arkansas Gazette men
collecting and printing the contents of a
On these two’ principles the whole discus
tions the conviction of Dickson Nobles for
newspaper, certainly a monstrous revenue sion seems to have been founded. Who does ' total votes of Tennessee for Van Buren and
Johnson ! The other excuse he happens to the murder of James Graham, and adds—he
exists out of the seven-pence,' after these not then see the contradiction of M. Valaze’s
was sentenced to be executed on the 22d of
To resolve that no payment offer for his conduct, is a very amusing one.
must-be-paid expenses are liquidated. One amendment.
May, an earlier day than usual, at the partic
should be made until the United States shall He says—“ As to the vote on the Presidential
murmers because his paper is too literary-—
have given satisfaction for the outrage com- nomination, it was well known that my vote ular request of the prisoner.
another because it is not literary enough.— | mitted by them against us, is to act at once would have no effect upon the result!” It was
One grumbles because the advertisements against both the principles which had formed indeed “ well known U There was no mis
The Illinois papers say that crops never
engross too much room—another complains the basis of the whole question. It is in the take about that matter ! But this was not the promised better in that State than they do
that the paper is too large, he can’t find time first place, supposing that an insult had been cause of his happened to be dubbed a delegate the present year.—Bost. Post.
, by the office holders. The vote on the Vice
to read it ail. One wants the type so small given after having acknowledged that none
i Presidential nomination was the business !
Robbery.—A handbill has been issued by
that a microscope would be indispensable in was given. In the second place, it is a moral The votes of Tennessee were wanted for R.
the Cashier of the Merrimack Bank in Ha
admission,
that
an
offence
on
the
part
of
the
every family—another threatens to discon
creditor may be considered as full payment of M. Johnson, that his popularity might help verhill, stating that a trunk, belonging to that
tinue the paper unless the letters are half an a just debt; for, if there be any meaning in the Pretender, Van Buren. Mr. Rucker says Bank, was opened in the stage coach on Fri
inch long. One old lady actually offered to M. Valaze’s amendment, it must be that the he thought Tennessee preferred Johnson, so day last, between Haverhill and Boston, and
give an additional price fora paper that twenty-five millions should not be paid, in he happened to give her votes for him. But that bills of various banks to the amount of
should be printed with such types as are .case the United States should refuse the ex supposing Tennessee had preferred Johnson, $2000, together with a large number of
which is very much questioned, she would drafts, notes and acceptances, were stolen
used for handbills. In fact every subscri planations about to be demanded of them—a
! spurn to support him upon the ground on therefrom. A reward of one thousand dol
ber has a plan of his own for conducting a conclusion at once absurd and dishonorable. I whicla the office holders have put him in
lars is offered for the recovery of the money
Thus it plainly appears, that there are two
journal, and the labor of Sysiphus was rec
inconsistencies in this vote. That the oppo nomination, viz : to give strength to Martin and papers, and the apprehension of the thief.
reation when compared with that of an ed
sition did not perceive it, is not at all extraor Van Buren !n
itor who undertakes to please all.
Robert. J. Walker, Esq. has been appointed
dinary ; but the majority, which had', until
English paper.
Caution to Young Men.—The Troy Press by, the Governor of Mississippi, to a seat in
this moment, given proofs of great sagacity,
and had not allowed itself to be taken una ; contains a sketch of a trial in that place late the Senate of the United States, in place of
To Apprentices.—Would you pass ap wares by any of those sophisms prepared ly of a case wherein the plaintiff, Mary A. George Poindexter, Esq. whose term expired
Tubbs, a young lady of twenty-one years of 4th March last.
prenticeship happily, be careful always to with so much care and skill, should have dis
age, brought an action against David Harris
consult the wishes rather than the orders of covered the blunder we now point out.
No rum at Kittery-Point.—A gentleman
It is probable that many members may for a breach of marriage promise. The dam
your master or employer.
A few extra
have had no other object in voting for the a- ages were laid at $1000. A good deal of ev from Kittery-Point, who called upon us one
steps taken to oblige are often worth to the mendment, than to stop the torrent of idle idence was introduced to prove the engage day this week, remarks that Wilson the mur
apprentice more than he is aware of or can words which would have ensued in case it ment between the parties—and one circum derer did not live at Kittery-Point, but in that
imagine. Do you live in his family ? Seek had not been passed, and which, by the by, stance we will relate for the particular bene- part of the town called Spruce Creek ; and
above all things to please the lady of the has not been wanting, even as things are. I fit of young men—who ought to be on their that he could not have procured his rum at
house. The good will and confidence of They may moreover have thought that the guard, lest they should find themselves “ en- the Point, as no ardent spirit has been sold
■ gaged” before they areaware—“ towards the
that department always smooths the path Americans would easily see the harmlessness j latter part of the time, when he was in the there for three years. The fishing vessels at
the Point do not carry any rum when the
of this vote, and be certain that’ it would
which, to apprentices, appears so rough and
bring on no serious difficulties between the ! habit of visiting the plaintiff*, he called her by crews embark on their fishing excursions.
uninviting. You have only to satisfy the two countries. ; it was doubtless chiefly from \ her Christian name, (Mary,) whereas at the We understand that this is the fact in regard
heads of the family that you are determined this consideration that they were induced so I first he called her by the more formal appel to all the vessels belonging to the Point.
to merit their good opinion, and you are easily and readily to throw this sop to the lation of Miss Tubbs !!” The Jury were con
We take pleasure, in making this correc
vinced by this and other testimony, that the tion, to note the just pride which the respec
sure to obtain it.
patriots of the tavernsand reading rooms.
We are of their opinion on this last point. plaintiff* had been ill-treated by the defend table citizens of that section of the town take
ant, who had subsequently married a yoitng in being freed from those public nuisances,
Botts in Horses. — About eighteen years In America, where people reflect and act girl only sixteen years of age, and returned a
the grog shops, and every place of the kind,
consistently, this instability of opinion will
ago the honorable John Elliott of this State,
where the seeds of idleness, crime, insanity
be easily understood, and they will not be so verdict of $500 damages.
recommended to the editor of this paper, silly as to get in a passion, when the French
and murder, can be purchased either by the
Another felon in respectable life absconded to barrel or the glass. If our thinking men,—
blue-stone dissolved in ardent spirits, as a Envoy asks for the explanation required by
sovereign remedy for bolts in horses. I have the amendment ofM. Valaze. These expla America.—It appears that our country is to be men who are desirous of looking back upon
tried it, and no other remedy from that day nations will be very simple ; it will only be the receptacle of all the crimes as well as all a world made better by their having lived in
the pauperism of Europe. We copy the fol
to this, and have not in a single instance, necessary to read the resolutions by which lowing for general circulation, with the hope it, will but throw into one scale the bags of
gold which ardent spirit has been the means
Congress, without having been required, has
billed to effect a cure.
that the unfeeling monster, clothed in the of obtaining ; together with all the idleness,
His instructions were to dissolve a lump already avowed its pacific’ and conciliatory vesture of a judicial garb, may, if possible be discords, brutality and crimes of which it has
intentions, and there the matter will end. It
of blue stone, about the size of a large filbert,
brought to condign'punishment. —N. Y. Star. been the direct cause—and into the other
is not the serious consequences to which thé
in a halfvpint of brandy, whiskey or gin, di amendment may lead, which disturbs us. We
Forgery by a Magistrate.—The Birming s/ale, the mite of him who has sought the
lute it with a little water, and give it to the only wish that the representatives of France, ham Journal states that Mr. Robert Orris, of promotion of temperance, peace and happi
horse ; and if it did not relieve him in a half would begin to take the less notice of all Hindringham, a magistrate, and Chairman of ness among his fellow men—if any thinking
hour, to repeat the dose.
I have never as these noisy requisitions, coming not from the the Walsingham session, has absconded, it is man will but endeavor to balance these scales
yet been under the necessity of repeating the part of the public which thinks before it believed, to America, having previously com upon his coffin’s lid, we will leave him to
mitted forgeries to the amount £25,000. He judge which side would preponderate.
dose. The action of the spirits is of course speaks, which knows how to be consistent,
has left behind him twelve young children,
Portsmouth Journal.
and
whose
opinion
is
alone
worthy
to
be
con

more ready upon the bluestone when in a
sidered.
This becomes the more necessary now entirely friendless, Mrs. Orris having died
powder ; but the person using it need be un
when affairs are in question, the determina j in child bed last year. Amongst the suffer
Cooking by Gas.—Yesterday our citizens
der no apprehension of giving too much tion of which may give to strangers a pre ers are his own father, his brother Orris, both at the Arcade were treated by Mr. Caldwell
bluestone, as a half pint of spirits will dis text for accusing us of inconsistency of char farmers at Hindringham, his father-in-law, with a leg of mutton, cooked on the spot by
Jack Young, formerly of Barwick, farmer, means of Gas ! The following is an account
solve no more than a proper dose. Stage acter, or of puerile susceptibility.
but now of Brancaster, retired from business, of the method and apparatus used :
owners, waggoners and travellers should al
to the amount, we are informed, of £7,000,
A burner of about 15 inches diameter is
ways carry a bottle of it, ready prepared
All things to all men.—Some Baptist elders, and T. W. Coke, Esq., to the amount of connected with a spit which rests in a tin drip
with them, and farmers should never be being at a religious convention at Washing £4,000.
ping pan, the mutton being put on the spit,
without it on their plantations.
ton lately called on thp President and Vice
shank downward, and the.gas burner lighted,
Augusta Sentinel.
President. They were very politely received
The Cherokees.—We have extracted an ar which being circular, the heat of course ap
by both, but particularly by the Vice Presi ticle from the last Federal Union, which plied itself equally on the meat; a tin cover
Worth Trying. — In an English miscel dent (Mr. Van Buren) with whom they were shows that Ross and his Council have reject of about the size of a Dutch oven was then
lany we find the following : The danger of much pleased, he having expressed very deep ed the provisional treaty signed by Ridge put over it, and meat can be cooked at the
being suffocated by smoke to which persons interest in the progress of the Baptist cause : and others. We have since observed by the rate of about a pound in ten minutes. The
are exposed who enter premises on fire, told them he had a pew in a Baptist church last Augusta Courier, received yesterday, that advantage of this mode of cooking is 1st, the
may be effectually obviated by tying a wet in Albany, and that the Baptist preacher there Commissioners have been appointed to ne cleanliness and safety ; 2d, the saving of la
was the most able preacher in the city. The gotiate with the Cherokees. We learn that bor and economy ; 3d, the superior flavor of
silk handkerchief single over the face. A
magician pulls all sorts of strings. When I some Of the Cherokees object to the treaty
gentleman, who lately tried the experiment, the Agrarians call on him he no doubt tells on the ground, that no persons are appointed the meat, the juices being preserved in it until
it is entirely cooked£-JV*. Orleans Advocate.
was enabled to remain in a room which was them Kneeland is the most eloquent and sen to distribute the money. If this is the only
on fire, in the most dense smoke, and work sible man he ever heard speak : and next objection, it appears to us easily obviated.
Another Steamer.—We learn by the Boston
We understand, says the Courier, that Gov. Galaxy that the Steamer Independence, has
a small engine until he succeeded in extin day perhaps he writes a highly complimenta
Carroll, of Tennessee, and the Rev. iMr. Scher- been purchased by the Bangor Company,
ry letter to his Holiness the Pope.
guishing the flames.
horn, are appointed Commissioners to nego and will commence running immediately«
New Recruits..—The Mormonites of1 gold cíate with the Cherokees ; to which commis
The Rev. Mr. Smith of Kentucky, last
sion our townsman, R. J. Meigs, has been ap
And yet another.—The Steamer Portland
week gave a lecture before the Moral Lyce en bible’ memory, have established a paper pointed Secretary.—Savannah Georgian.
will be completed and placed upon this route
in Geauga county, Ohio, and come out, it is
um at Lowell, in which he stated that in
in a few weeks. It is supposed she will go a
said, for Van Buren ! Nothing more proba
Kentucky more than one half of the chil ble. The Magician himself is as great a
Whale Oil Jor Turnips.—One gallon of leetle beyond any thing in the shape of a
dren of the whites grew up without learning charlatan as the Mormonite leader. Hum whale oil has been proved equal to a bushel Steamboat that ever was seen “ down east.”
of bone manure for turnips.— Ontario Repos.
Portland Adv.
buggery is the ‘ badge of all their tribe.’
to read and write.

FOREIGN NEWS.

~ MAIL ARTICLES.

Ohio.—The joint Committee of the Legis
Latestfrom England.—Since our last paper
there have been two arrivals from England lature, on the subject of the controversy with
at this port, and one at New York, all bring Michigan, presented a report which concluded
ing later news than had been before receiv with the following resolutions :
Resolved by the General .Assembly of the
ed. The news is not important. The Mar
quis of Wellesley’s resignation of the office State of Ohio, That the northern boundary of
of Lord Chamberlain, to which he was re this State, is by a direct line running from the
cently appointed, has given rise to a curious southern extremity of Lake Michigan,,to the
discussion respecting the motives of his resig most northerly cape of the Miami bay, thence
nation. An explanation was expected in the northeast to the territorial line, and by the
House of Lords on the 26th, but his Lord said territorial line to the Pennsylvania line ;
ship was not present and the explanation was and that it is due to the people of this State,
not made. It was reported on the 19th that and of the United States, to assert her right
Mr Spring Rice, Chancellor of the Excheq to the boundary aforesaid ; and that she will
uer, had resigned, but the report proved to be ! maintain the same, by any and every means
unfounded. The election for South Stafford ! which may be lawfully used by a free and in
shire had commenced for supplying the va dependent State of this Union.
Resolved by the General .Assembly of the Slate
cancy occasioned by the carrying of the late
Whig member, Mr. Littleton, now Baron of Ohio, That the Governor be, and is hereby
Hatherton, to the House of Peers.
Mr. authorized to request the President of the
Goodrike, the Tory candidate, had thus far a United Stares, to appoint a Commissioner or
prospect of success, having a majority of 173 ; Commissioners, whose duty it shall be to meet
votes over Mr. Anson, the Whig candidate. i with the Commissioners appointed on the
Lord John Russell had been returned from j part of this State, in accordance with the proStroud, and had taken his seat.
Lord Mor i visions of an act entitled “ an act defining the
northern boundary of certain counties within
peth had also taken his seat.—Boston Adv.
Mrs. Hernans died at Dublin, May 16. I this State, and for other purposes,” passed
The event is thus announced by the corres , February 23, A. D. 1834, and join in examI ining and re-marking the line west of Lake
pondent of the Morning Herald :
1 Erie, between the State of Ohio and the
1 regret to add that the highly gifted and
i Territory of Michigan, commonly known as
accomplished, the patient, meek, and long
i Harris’s line, as provided in said section of the
'suffering Felicia Hernans is no more. She
■ act’ aforesaid.
died on Saturday night, and met her fate with
I .And Resolved further, That if the President
all the calm resignation of a Christian ; con
'of the United States should decline or omit
scious that her spirit was winging its flight to
, complying with the request of the Governor
another and a better world, where “ the wick
; of this State, then and in that case the Gov
ed cease from troubling, and the weary are
ernor is hereby authorized and required to
at rest.”
cause said examination and re-marking the
The London Times, of May 27th, gives as line aforesaid, to be completed at as early a
the only article of continental news, an ac day as practicable, by the Commissioners ap
count of an attack by Zumalacarreguy, on pointed by him in pursuance of the provisions
Trebino, May 12th. Gen. Z. had 16 battal of the aforesaid act.
ions, and 60 cannon, from which were thrown
The first resolution was passed by the
160 shells, 400 grenades, and 900 balls. The House of Representatives, ayes 31,' nays 1 ;
barracks, the church tower, and several hou the second by a vote of 60 to 2, and the third
ses were destroyed. On the 13th the garri by a vote of 49 to 19. In the Senate, the first
son capitulated.
and third resolutions were passed unanimous
According to the Gazette de France and ly, and the second with six dissenting voices.
Quotidienne, Don Carlos’ head quarters were Both Houses have been occupied with a bill,
at Onate on the 5th. On the same day the “accepting certain propositions made by the
Carlists took possession of Estelle.
It ap Commissioners of the United States, relative
pears certain that, notwithstanding the late to the northern boundary of Ohio.” This
Convention between Valdez and Zumalacar bill recites the arrangement, made by Messrs.
reguy, the Queen’s troops have set fire to Rush and Howard on the 7th of May, and
Guernica, and left the inscription, “ Here suspends the operation of all laws inconsist
was Guernica,” upon its smoking ruins. A ent witlrit until the close of the next session
letter from Santander mentions the arrival of of Congress, unless Michigan shall infringe it j
450 of Iriate’s soldiers, wounded in his re in the interval. This bill has been passed by ‘
pulse from Guernica.
the Senate to be engrossed. The same body
have passed a bill, appropriating $300,000 to
Spain.—Havana papers to the 14th ult. be put at the disposal of the Gov.—Bos. Pat.
have been received. The Spanish packet
Villanueva had just arrived there from Cadiz,
The Cherokees.—The Milledgeville Record
29 days, bringing full accounts from Madrid
to 2d of May. According to the official re er severely censures the President of the U.
States, on account of the failure of the late
ports published, General Valdez is carrying
negotiations with the Cherokees. The editor
on military operations with great activity and
states, that these negotiations were com men- !
success, and sanguine expectations are enter
ced with Ross, and very nearly brought to |
tained that he will succeed in bringing the
maturity, when the President ordered that :
contest to a speedy close. As we stated on
they should be at once broken off, and that
the 22d, it turns out that the affair of the
attempts should be made to treat with Ridge
Amezcops arose from a reconnoitering party
and his party.
He adds, that Ross is the
sent out by Valdez, preparatory to a general
only accredited agent of the Cherokees, and
attack which he had in contemplation. The
that the President, by his petulance, has put
Madrid Gazette states that Zumalacarreguy
an end to the only reasonable prospect of ac
lost in the skirmish 400 men, and Valdez
commodation with the persons authorized to
about 200.—JV. Y. Cour.
Inq.
treat.—ib.
Eight days later.—The Frances Ann, Soule,
at Boston, brings London papers to 27th
May, but they contain nothing of much im
portance.
Lord John Russell had been returned to
Parliament from the borough of Stroud, with
out opposition.
Nothing further respecting the American
indemnity bill had transpired from France.
The trials before the Peers were still going on.
Some war movements in Spain, disadvan
tageous to the Queen’s party, had created a
temporary panic on the exchanges of Paris
and London.

FOREIGN ITEMS.
Lydia Chamberlayne, aged 51 years, re
cently had the power of speeclyrestored to
her, after being deaf and dumb for 16 years. I
It took place suddenly, on coughing up a I
fleshy substance from her throat or lungs.,
|
A Comet at last.—A comet is visible near j
the small star marked sixteen in the head of
the constellation Leo Minor.
The hydrate of iron used in large doses,
with a few drops of ammonia, is declared to
be a specific against arsenic, and probably
corrosive sublimate.
The Duchess of Berry is about to leave
Vienna.
Theindian corn of America, introduced by
Cobbett into England, is now cultivated with
some success in Lancashire.
Donna Januaria, the young queen of Por
tugal’s sister, has been declared next heir to
the throne.
Spain has not a single line-of-battle-ship in
Europe, fit to go to sea.
The number of drunkards in London have
decreased, by the efforts of the temperance
societies, to nearly one half of what they
were the past year ; as is shown by the police
reports.
A rail-road is to be constructed between
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, through the
Hague.
It is stated that Lord Stanhope, the patron
of Casper Hauser, is convinced that that re
markable youth, whose story made so much
noise in the world,yvas an impostor.

The late Lord Byron had 6 lb. of brains.
The brain generally weighs from 2 lb. 5 oz.
to 3|. A horse’s brain weighs only 1 lb. 4oz.
and that of an ox only one fourth as much as
a man’s.

The Mexicans.—By Matamoras papers to
the 18th ult. it appears that much excitement
prevailed there, in consequence of the impris
onment of two American merchants, Messrs.
Boyd and Lee. The offence of these gentle
men consisted in their refusal to pay the cus
tomary marks of respect to a procession, by
which the sacrament was conveyed to the
house of a sick person, a$d which they en
countered in the street. At the last dates,
they remained in custody of the ecclesiastical
authorities, though they had demanded to be
brought before the civil tribunals.
A controversy, which resulted in the death
of five or six persons, arose at Galvestown
(Texas) early in May, between some Mexican
troops who were stationed there, and a num
ber of Americans. It appears to’ have arisen
from a casual quarrel between an American
and one of the soldiers.

[From the Albany Journal.]
Destruction of Mills, Bridges, fyc.—An tinusually heavy rain fell on Friday last, about
twenty miles east of this city, in Lebanon,
&c., and in the following night a dam containing a pond covering about 300 acres, was
swept away.
The water, in its progress,
swept away every dam and mill upon the
stream, and spread over the shores so as to
destroy gardens and fields of grain. The
stage could not pass ; but by the persever
ance of the driver, the mail for the east by
way of Chatham, was conveyed by him on
foot, he having passed the stream in a small
boat—The stream passed through Chatham
and Kinderhook.

Rhode Island.—A whig Convention, assem- [
pH nt
bled
at Npwnnrt
Newport, have nominated TL-ioto™
Tristam I
Burges and Henry Y. Cranston as candidates
represent^the State of Rhode Island in
i Congress.
~ These gentlemen have accepted
their respective nominations.
The following resolutions were unanimous
ly adopted by the Convention.
Resolved, That it is expedient now to
i nominate and recommend to the freemen of
i this State for their support as a candidate for
I the office of President of the United States,
la man who merits and enjoys the unqualified
i confidence of the friends of the Constitution,
! of the Union and of the freedom, safety, and
welfare of the Republic throughout our com
mon country.
Resolved, That in the opinion of this Con
Tornado at Little lulls, N. J.—The New
ark Advertiser says that a violent thunder vention, Daniel Webster is emphatically
storm and whirlwind, with heavy rains, oc I such a man, and we do therefore nominate
! and recommend to the good people of this
curred at the above place on the evening of
the 19th—three hours after, the one at New . State, DANIEL WEBSTER as a candidate
Brunswick. The whirlwind appears to have i for the Presidency, in the next ensuing elecrisen about a mile southwest of the Falls, and I lion of President of the United States.
j The Van Buren Party have nominated as
proceeded in a northeasterly direction. The
destruction of houses, &c. appears to have . candidates for Representatives to Congress,
been similar to that at New Brunswick—with Dutee J. Pearce and Wm. Sprague, Jr. This
this difference, that no lives, as yet, appear to i latter nomination is said not to be approved
have been lost. Twelve persons were taken ; of by many friends of the administration, nor
out of the ruins of a house, uninjured. The heartily received by all the Antimasons.

lightning is said to have been fearfully vivid
and frequent.

Trial of Dr. Beecher—his acquittal.—We
learn from the Cincinnati Journal, that the
specific charges of Dr. Wilson against Dr.
Beecher, at the late trial of the latter before
the Cincinnati Presbytery, were as follows :
“ 1. Heresy on the subject of ability, ori
ginal sin, and Christian perfection. 2. Hy
pocrisy, in Dr. Beecher’s saying he believed
the Confession of Faith. 3. Slander, in Dr.
Beecher’s asserting that his opinions had been
the opinions of the evangelical church in all
ages.”
The trial occupied the Presbytery 9 days ;
and so important was it deemed by the Pres
byterian denomination, that the publishers of
the New York Observer, sent Mr Stanbury,
(a stenographer of eminence,) from Washing
ton city, to take notes of the proceedings.
“ For sustaining the charges against Dr.
Beecher’s doctrine, 12 ; negatives 23 ;—On
the other specifications the majority against
sustaining was still greater.”
Thus has Dr. Beecher again emerged with
honor, from the charges so pertinaciously
urged against him.
The Journal also informs us, that, “ at the
commencement of the trial, Dr. Wilson, ac
cording to the rules of our church, was duly
warned that if he failed to make out his char
ges, he himself should be censured as a slan
derer of the gospel ministry.”

Col. Johnson.—This gentleman, in reply to
the Committee of the Baltimore ^Convention,
The Journal of Commerce of Wednesday,
Mr. Livingston was
Another Tornado in Warren County, occur has written a letter of considerable length, in has the following
red on the same afternoon in which the dis which he accepts his nomination for the Vice this day Visited in the Governor’s room, in
asters already related, befel New Brunswick Presidency, and gives his views upon several j the City Hall, by the city authorities and sevand Piscataway, but probably a few minutes important questions of public policy. As res-' eral hundred citizens. He appeared to be in
later. It probably arose somewhere near the pects the nomination, he declares that he is I excellent health, and enjoying his mental and
Delaware, on the Pennsylvania side, as the inclined to attribute it more to his fidelity in bodily faculties in a much higher state of per-----------11 falls to the .lot. of
/• men
generally
first of its ravages heard of, was in Knowl the discharge of public duty, and to his efforts 1 fection *'than
ton township, about 50 miles N. W. of New to be useful, than to any extraordinary quali at such an advanced age. He is nowon the
Brunswick. It swept through the upper part fications of his own. If any injury should re eve of his 74th year, but in appearance is not
of the country, over a space, as appears, of sult to the republican cause from the prefer more than 60 ; speaks with extreme quick
half a dozen miles in length, and less than a ence given to him over another prominent ness and vivacity, and retains all the elastici
mile in width. Buildings,out houses, fences, candidate, no man would deplore it more ty of muscle that might be expected from a
whole fields of grain, were prostrated.
It is deeply than he. On this point, however, he man 20 years younger.”
supposed that not less than two thousand fruit considers the Convention as “ undoubtedly
Mr. Livingston.—The New-York Times
and forest trees were torn up. It is not as better qualified to judge than one or a few
In one pas denies that instructions were given by Mr.
certained that there was any connection be individuals possibly can be.”
tween this latter tempest and that at New sage, he gives a satisfactory assurance that, if i Livingston to bis Secretary, Mr Barton, to
the people should ‘ respond favorably’ to the J leave Paris, in case the amendment made to
Brunswick.
recommendation of the Convention, his high- i the Indemnity bill by the Chamber of Depuest ambition will be more than gratified ; soties,
...........................................................................
should be adopted by the Chamber of
The storm of Friday night was most de
that, of course, he does not propose to con Peers.
structive and severe at the west of us. The
sider himself at any future period as a candi
wind blew a hurricane and the rain deluged
The“ Tiger”seen in Middleborough woods,,
the country, sweeping away bridges, uproot date for the Presidency. After a Somewhat
turns out to be a Hyena which escaped from
ing trees, levelling buildings and carrying de elaborate exposition of his sentiments on the a Caravan in the old Colony a few days since.
subject of Internal Improvement and the Ta
struction and display before it.—Between
riff, he presents the philosophy of the whole One witness gives the following account of
Pittsfield and Albany, all the bridges were ta
matter in this remark : “ In fine, I consider ! an interview With his majesty :—
ken off, and the mail of Saturday did not ar the views of President Jackson, on the Tariff I
“ As I was walking through the woods arive in town until near noon of Sunday. and Internal Improvements, as founded in | bout sunset, I saw a huge creature, resembGreat numbers of sheep were destroyed, and
true wisdom.”
ling a tiger, slowly moving towards me in the
the injury to the farming interests is almost
Boston Daily Advertiser.
middle of the road, with his head shrugged
inca Ic ulable.—Northampton Co urier.
in between his shoulders, and his eyes look
Enterprise.—Those who wish to know ing like balls of fire. After gazing a moment,
From the Savannah Georgian.
$23,000.OF THE DARIEN MONEY what wonders can be accomplished by the as he continued to approach, I instinctively
enterprise and perseverance of a few spirited turned upon my heel and ran back. He fol
FOUND.
We understand that $21,000 of the princi individuals, would do well to take a trip to lowed in quicker pace. Discovering no tree
pal bills of the Bank of Darien, and $2000 of East Boston, and view the stupendous im near that could be easily clitpbed, I picked
They will up a stone and terrified screeched most hor
the Branch in this city, lately stolen from the provements there in progress.
Bank, was found this morning among some there see realized, or in a fair way to be real ribly—which I suspect frightened him, for he
turned off’into the woods.”
cotton bales on Jones’ Wharf by a negro dray ized, what a few short months since were
pronounced visionary and preposterous un
man.
Look Out.—An abolition gentleman. went
dertakings, ruinous to the projectors, and use
The Washington Globe, in announcing the less to the public. They will see an island, into Burke county, Georgia, and harrangued
arrival of Mr. Livingston, says—“ We under for two hundred years scarcely thought of, the negroes in favor of immediate emancipa
stand that his latest communications have except as a sheep pasture, converted, as if by tion. An overseer of a plantation caught
been received at the State Department. We magic, into a beautiful settlement, growing him, tied him upto the spot, and gave him1
have reason to believe that they have given rapidly to a seat of industry, and bustling ac fifty lashes, and let him go.—N. Y. Merc, Adv.
entire satisfaction to the Executive, as they tivity—they, will see hundreds of men and
New Brunswick Tornado.—A circular has
horses and wagons, busily employed in re
Texas.—Col. Peter Ellis Bean, of the Mex will doubtless to the American People when moving the hills to make level streets and been issued by the citizens of New Bruns
ican service, in a letter addressed to the Sec made public.”
house lots—building wharves—and convert wick, N. J. relative to the damage occasion
retary of War, asks the attention of our gov
ing flats into upland. They will see houses ed by the late tornado. The amount of the
Michigan.
—
It
appears
that
the
Convention
ernment to the fact, that more than seven
j and stores erecting on every side—and two injury is estimated at sixty-one thousand dol
of
Michigan
have
partially
retraced
the
steps
hundred Choctaw Indians have recently gone
hotels already open, one of’which, Maverick lars. One hundred and thirty dwelling hou
from the United States into the settled por which they had taken in regard to the admis House, will challenge comparison with any ses were destroyed, or injured, and a still lar
sion
of
aliens
to
the
right
of
suffrage.
—
As
the
tions of the Texas, and that many others are
Hotel in the union, for its beauty of situation ger number of workshops, storehouses and
making preparations to follow.
He com article now stands, it is to be extended only to and appearance, and the general elegance of barns. A large portion of the sufferers are
plains that this is in direct contravention of citizens of the United States, and to such per style with which it is fitted up.
They will indigent, and an appeal is made, in their be
the treaty concluded in 1831 between the sons as were residents of the territory on the see an immense Sugar Refinery just going half, to the public benevolence.
4th of April last.
United States and Mexico, and that the con
into operation, in a building, the magnitude
sequences may be very disastrous.
The convent grounds are now leased to an of which may be judged from its height,
Crops.—In the counties in Virginia bor
Irishman from Roxbury who is improving Which is nine stories, and which will employ dering on the Potomac and Rappahannock,,
Gen. Ashley, member of Congress from
them for a kitchen garden. The walls are several hundred hands. They will see one the wheat crop will be a failure.
Corn is
Missouri, says, in an address to his constitu
still standing, and it is said that the Lady Su of the “ Malleable Iron Factory Company,” backward in its growth, but looks vigorous
ents, that he voted for the continuing the pub
the
operation
of
which
will
shortly
com

perior intends to leave them in their present
and healthy. It is probable that m Pennsyl
lic money in the. Bank of the U. States, be
state as a disgrace to the State of Massachu mence, and which, when the works are in vania, &c. the Wheat crop will turn out pret
cause he considered it safe there, and because
full operation, will alone, employ fifteen hun ty well.
setts.—Boston Advocate.
he believed it for the interest and convenience
dredmen!—They will see a large building,
of the nation that it should remain in that
Balloon Ascension.—Yesterday afternoon, the materials for which were brought from
Law of Printers.—We learn from a gentle
general establishment—and the Secretary of
Grand Island, on the Niagara, transported
the Treasury acknowledged his faith in its agreeably to previous notice, Mr. Lauriat 300 miles down the New-York Grand Canal man who was present, that in the case of Ar
security
“ and I feel assured (adds the made a beautiful ascension in his balloon to Albany, in boats, and from thence to East nolds vs. Clifford, tried at Newport last week,
Judge Story upon an incidental point, stated
General) that two thirds of both Houses of from the amphitheatre in Charles street. Boston in vessels.
that a promise on the part of the writer of a
Congress were, and still are, of that opinion ; The weather was very favorable, and a large
They will see the extensive depot forTimand would not, at any lime, have voted for concourse of spectators was assembled to ber and Plank, the finest in the world, to be libel to indemnify the printer of it, against
the removal of the deposites ; but, as they had witness his departure. The balloon rose rap brought by similar conveyances from the any damage he might sustain for printing,
been removed by the President, through the idly, and soon passed over the city, in a Grand Island Establishment, the projector of could not be enforced. Even if a bond were
Secretary, to sustain these officers, they vo southeasterly direction, but remained in view which is the same gentleman, one of our own taken, that would be void.-JY. Y. Jour, oj Com.
from the amphitheatre about fifteen minutes.
ted against the restoration.”—Boston Atlas.
In about ten minutes from the time of de townsmen, who has distinguished himself,
The New-Orleans Bee, a Jackson paper,
Loss of Sheep.—The unusual cold weather', parture, Mr. Lauriat had began to descend, and doubtless added vastly to his already a- states, that Mr. Benton, who is now in that ci
for a few days past has caused the death, and in 8 or 10 minutes more, he struck in the bundant wealth, by this noble East Boston ty, has declared in conversation, that if the of
probably, of some thousands of sheep in this water in Dorchester Bay, southwest of project. They will see one of the finest roads fice of Chief Justice of the United States
vicinity.
Many farmers in this town, we Thompson’s Island, and about a quarter of a ever travelled upon, just opened from the should be offered to him, he would not ac
landing at East Boston Ferry to the Salem cept it.
learn, have lost 20, 25 and 30, and we have mile from the shore of Squantum. He was
Turnpike in Chelsea, and elegant and com
provided
with
a
life
preserver,
and
though
heard of no one but what has suffered more
modious steamboats crossing the Ferry every
or less who have sheared. In Castleton, boats were instantly despatched to his relief,
Starvation in a Land of Plenty.—A letter
five minutes.
All these things and many
Clarendon and Pittsford we learn that the his balloon was impelled by the wind towards
from Erie, Pa. dated May 21, to the editors
more,
refreshing
and
animating
to
the
lovers
losses are still greater. One farmer in Cas the shore so rapidly, that before they could
of the New York Daily Advertiser, says of improvement, may now be seen—and ere
tleton has lost 70 or 80 ; some in Clarendon, reach him he had landed in safety. He arri
“ The population in this and the State of Olong,
we
trust,
will
be
seen
another,
equal
in
between 30 and 40. It was feared that vege ved in town at half past seven, bringing his
hio, are almost in a state of starvation—pro
importance to any of them, viz : a Rail road
tation had suffered very much, but on inquiry balloon uninjured. We understand that Mr.
visions of all kinds very scarce—flour eight
from East Boston to Salem.
Thomas
Billings
of
Squantum
rendered
him
we do not learn that it has—not having any
dollars a barrel.”
The
astonishing
improvements
going
on
at
essential service when he reached the shore.
frosty weather, but wet and cold.
East Boston, (and also at Chelsea, near WinBoston Daily Advertiser of ISth inst.
Fisheries.—A number of our Cod fishing
Rutland, Vt. Herald.
nissimet Ferry, and other places in the vicin vessels have arrived from the Cape Sable
ity,)
so
far
from
retarding
the
march
of
im

Coal alias Iron.—We mentioned some
ground and have been mostly quite success
Counterfeit Specie.—The New York Jour
provement, and dinj’inishing the bustle and
nal of Commerce says—Counterfeit half dol weeks ago the discovery of what was suppo stir within the city itself, appear only to give ful. We are also told that the vessels enga
lars are plenty.
They appear well at first sed to be the “ upper crust” of a coal mine in them additional force. VVe have never seen ged in the Mackerel fishery, around Block
view. One which we have seen has the let this town, or carbonaceous matter mixed with more doing in the way of erecting new build Island, and at the south of Nantucket, are do
tering on the outside of the rim in confusion. some metallic substance. A piece of it was ings, repairing or tearing down old ones, ing well.—Barnstable Gazette.
What should be or half stands oar lf, and sent to Professor Cleaveland who pronounces widening and straitening streets, &c. They
Jail to Let.—The Exeter (New Hampshire)
the figures are generally smaller than on the it to be a bog ore. The existence of consid are literally “removing mountains”—“ mak
erable masses of iron in the vicinity is con
Nevys Letter says that the prison in that
genuine pieces.
firmed by the fact of the variation of the nee ing the crooked straight, and the rough placed town has been without occupants for the last
dle. Still we are at a loss to account for the plain.” The scene at Pemberton’s Hill beg forty days I
Rail Road to Quebec.—Col. Long, the en
fact that considerable pieces of it have been gars description. David Crocket’s injunction
gineer appointed by government to survey
actually consumed in the fire until there was is fulfilled to a charm, by the Bostonians.
the route of a railway to Quebec, is about to
Several thousand sheep have died in Ver
nothing left but a comparatively light cinder. They “go ahead” in good earnest—and if any
commence his operations. Committees have
people in the world deserve prosperity, sure mont in consequence of the recent cold
Augusta
Journal.
been appointed in various parts of Maine to
weather.
ly they do.—Salem Register.
accompany him and facilitate his inquiries.
We have seen within a few days speci
It is stated in the Maine papers, that assuran mens of yellow ochre and soap stone found
Every body recollects the story of the two
To THE Ladies.—“ Young’s Patent Spark
ces have been received from individuals in in our neighborhood, which appear to be of a New Bedford boys, who at a time when spec Catcher” is advertised in the Philadelphia
Canada, that they have pledges from their good quality and free of foreign substances. ulation in that place was at its highest notch, United States Gazette.
friends in England to take such portion of the We are also told of a bed of fullers’ earth, both made money by swapping jackets ; but
stock, as shall not be subscribed for here.
dol. Aaron Burr is said to be much indis
in this county, and strong geological indica we heard a story from Bangor, the other day,
tions of a coal mine, not far hence. Appear which beats the New Bedford one all hollow. posed and cannot be expected to live long.
A Submarine Exploring Company has ances in favor of coal are so striking and It is rumored, that one evening last week, He is now eighty years of age.
been formed in Haverhill, for the purpose of agree so well with professor Silliman’s re two paupers escaped from the Bangor alms
raising vessels which have been sunk, and marks on coal, that the owner of the land house, and though they were caught early the
The Silk Worm.—Last year, on the 4th of
recovering property lost in the sea, and have and others are determined to dig for it, san next morning, yet in the meantime, before July, Charles Dyer. Esq. of this city, had four
given notice, that they are ready to com guine in the belief of finding an extensive bed they were secured, they had made eighteen silk worms. From these four and their prog
mence their operations.—Bos. Pat.
of coal. Success to them. The Bangor hundred dollars each, by speculating in tim eny, he had three complete crops of cocoons.
Whig states that a bed of porcelain clay has ber lands.—Newburyport Herald.
There are now feeding, at the cocoonery of
Holt’s Hotel.—This Hotel is to be sold on been recently discovered near the village of
the Valentine Company in this city, about sev
the 13th of July, for the benefit of the trustees Bluehill, which has been analyzed and found
Green Peas were sold in Portland market en hundred thousand worms, all the product
and creditors of that establishment. It is sta to contain the requisite properties for the on Monday, 15th ult., at $4 the bushel. They
of thefour which Mr. Dyer had on. the 4th of
ted that Mr. Holt was ruined by building it. manufacture of fine ware.—Belfast Advocate. were raised in a Garden in the city.
July, 1834.—Prov. Journal.
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We find the following excellent hits in the ; Thomas J. Pew, a friend of Colonel John
last Eastern Argus, under the head of “ Timson, has published a letter denying that the
O be gold at public or private sale, a Val
PROBATE NOTICE.
Col. was ever married—he is a bachelor, and
SATURDAY, JULY 4,1835^ ~ j ber Monomania.”
uable Lot of Salt Marsh, known by the
his children some that he had.
Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, withAt the time of the recent Land Sale in
name of Langdon’s Island, situated in Wells,
The Legislature of New Hampshire adin and for the County of York, on the first
containing about nine or ten acres and sur
Bangor, the public bouses at that place were
The
Cherokees.
—
In
a
letter
lately
addressed
i turned without day on Saturday last, after a crowded to overflowing. A man applied at
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
by the acting Secretary of War to Messrs. rounded by the Town River and Back Creek.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
s sssion of twenty-five days. Among the acts the bar of one of the hotels for lodgings, when W. H. Underwood and John Ridge, it is Ube Hay can be hauled off at low water, or
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
stacked on the marsh. Said marsh bears a
' issed during the session, was one “ ihcorpo- the followingconversation took place :
stated, by the direction of the President of
Court:
'
& J
large burthen of the first quality of salt hay,
Traveller.—Can you accommodate me
the United States, that no propositions for a
iting the Boston and Maine Rail Road Com- with lodgings to-night ?
OHN LORD, Jr. named Executor in a
and Will be sold in lots to suit purchasers.
treaty, more favotable than the present, will [ And if not sold at private sale before the 15tb
i any.” This company has been formed for
certain instrument purporting to be the
Landlord.—I am sorry to say, sir, that our
probably be made to the Cherokees, nor will
last will and testament of Nathaniel Bro ck7
i day of July next, it will then be sold at Auc! le purpose of constructing a Rail Road from beds are all taken up.
any other propositions at all be made to them,
T.—I am very much fatigued—have ap
' tion, at the store of Capt. Moses Morrill, in late of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, de
averhill, Mass., to Dover, N. H., with the
so long as he remains in office; that they
plied to several houses for lodgings without
Wells, at one o’clock in the afternoon, at ceased, having presented the same for pro
must
abide
the
consequences
of
rejecting
the
tpectation that it will be continued from success, and rather than seek any farther, I
which time and place the conditions of sale bate :
treaty,and
that
it
will
not
be
safe
for
them
to
over to Portland.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
will put up with any kind of accommodation
will be made known.
For any further par
anticipate a different disposition on the part
ticulars please to call on John Rankin, who notice to all persons interested, by causing a
[ Isaac Hill was nominated as a candidate —a place on your floor, if nothing better can of either branch of the government.
be had.
is authorized to sell the same at private sale copy of this order to be published three weeks
r Governor, by a Jackson Convention held
successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
L.—Every inch of my house is occupied,
Railroad from Salem to Boston.—A meet oral auction, and has a plan of said marsh printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
Concord, N.H. 25th ult. Mr. H. was nom- floors and all.
for
any
one
that
wishes
further
information.
ing was held in Salem on Monday evening,
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
T.—Well, sir, what will you charge to al
JOHN RANKIN, Auctioneer.
i lated on the second balloting. His principal
for the purpose of taking into consideration
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
low
me
to
lean
against
your
sign-post
till
Wells, June 29,1835.
i impetitor was Mr. Badger, (the present
the subject of a Rail Road between that town
of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
morning ?
and the metropolis of the Commonwealth.
overnor,) with whom the votes were nearly
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
NEW
L.—Seventy-five cents.
|ually divided.
T.—It’s a bargain.
ILLIAM LORD has just received an the said instrument should not be proved, ap
Insane hospital.—The Governor and Coun
assortment of New Goods, which are proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
Our traveller accordingly took his place at cil have purchased the farm of Capt. Hoyt,
tament ofthe said deceased.
Trial.of Rev. Mr. Cheever of Salem.— the sign-post, and had Just got into a comfort
offered for sale on the most reasonable terms.
on the east side of the ri ver, a little below the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, July 1, 1835.
he trial of Mr. Cheever, upon an indictment able snooze, when he was awakened by some Arsenal, for $3000. It contains about 75 aA true copy,—Attest,
one
slapping
him
on
the
shoulder,
with
the
i und against him for a libel contained in an
cies, running down to the river.
The spot
mJCKS”WANTEOr
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
following salutation —
designated we presume for the site of the
July 4.
i tide headed, “ Inquire at Dea. Giles’ DistilStranger.—I say, Mister, what will you take Hospital is an eminence directly above and
ROPOSALS, will be received by the sub
i "y,” commenced at Salem, before the Court for a bond of that sign-post for two hours ?
scriber, until the first of September To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju
overlooking Capt. Hoyt’s orchard. The
T.—One dollar.
[’Common Pleas, on Wednesday, 24th ult.
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to builddicial Court to be held at Alfred, within and
prospect from the place is one of surpassing
»S.—I will take it.
for the County of York, on the last Tuesday
beauty in the summer season.--Augusta Jour. an abutment for Kennebunk Bridge. Said
motion for a continuance was made by the
At the expiration of the two hours the
Rocks to be landed on the west side ofthe
of April, 1835.
♦—
[ spoildent, which was opposed by the Attor- stranger returned with a man in company,
Internal Improvement.—We have learned river, near the saw mill.
UMBLY SHEW Samuel Langdon
ny General and overruled by the Court, when it appeared that he had sold his bond with much pleasure that the Governor and
NATH’L JEFFERDS.
VVhidden of Lancaster, in the County
Kennebunk, July 3.1835.
(here were three counts in the indictment, for one dollar and fifty cents, and the travel Council as a Board of Internal Improvement,
of Coos and State of New Hampshire, Samu
z
1. That the language of the article ler was compelled to walk the streets until took up the subject at their late session, and
el Whidden of Portsmouth, in the County of
OS'
morning, congratulating himself that he had have ordered surveys of several projected
Rockingham and , State of New Hampshire
iritlen by Mr. C. was libellous, from its ten obtained a few hours rest without expense,
routes for Canals, which if found practicable Remaining in the Post Office at North-Ber and Elizabeth bis wife in her right, Aaron
ancy to injure good morals.—This count and made enough besides to pay for his will greatly facilitate conveyance and com
wick, Me. June 30, 1835.
Smith of Hopkinton, in the County of Merri
<as withdrawn. 2. That it was libellous breakfast.
munication.—ib.
A. B. C. F. G.
mack and State of New Hampshire and Eli
HARLES H. ALLEN, {Wells,) John za Ann his wife, in her right, and Joseph
limits tendency to injure Dea. Stone, perA friend of ours who was at Bangor a few
Abbott, Jr.—Timothy Berdeen, Salome Gilman of Wells, in the said County of York,
The packet that was to sail for Havre toi nally, by holding him up to ridicule and
days since, informs us, that, doubting the day isdetained until to-morrow,supposed for
Brackett, Rufus Beedle,—Samuel Burbank,that
3, they are seized in fee simple and as ten
i intempt. 3. That it was libellous from its truth ofthe story of the two paupers who es
—James Clements, {Berwick,) Betsey Chad- ants in common, of and in a certain real es
despatches expected from Washington.
ndency to injure the Dea. by representing caped from the Almshouse, and made eight
bourne, 2d.,—Cashier G. Falls Bank,—Moses tate in Alfred and Sanford, in the County of
N. Y. American of 24th ult.
Foye, {Berwick,) Oliver Furnakl,—Roswell York, and is known as lot number 16, in the
s business as destructive of the bodies and een hundred dollars each by speculating, in
Grant, (Berwtc/c,) Abigail Gray, Joseph Gil- first division in the eastern range of lots as
nulsof men.—The testimony, arguments of one night, he inquired of one of the munici _____________ HYMENEAL.
patrick.
pal officers of that city, if the story were true.
originally located in the town of Sanford, (of
ounsel and Judge’s Charge occupied the “ Yes,” replied he, “ and had the fools done
H. J. K. M. N. O. P. S. T.
MARRIED—In North Berwick, Mr. George
which Alfred formerly constituted a part,) and
(ourt until Friday noon, when the case was as well as they might, they would have gone Stone, to Miss Elizabeth Kennerson, both of
Oliver Hill, {Berwick,) 3, Peter Heard, J. R. is bounded as follows
On the north east
Hooper, (Berwick,) Catharine Hanson, (Ber by land of Isaac Currier, Jesse Kimball and
ibmitted to the Jury. At 6 o’clock, P. M. clear, but to throw away their chance for Berwick.
In Acton, by Samuel C. Adams, Esq. Mr. wick:,) Mary Heard, Oliver Hasty, Nancy Har Noah Shackford, on the north west by land
■ie Jury came in and delivered their verdict, eighteen hundred dollars was too bad : they Elias H. H. Smith to Miss Sophia S. Wood.
are in close cells now,—they wont get anoth
mons, Moses Hanson, {Berwick,)—Aaron ofThacher Jones, John and Alvah Conant
hich was “that the defendant is GUILTY
In Saco, 25th ult. Joseph W. Leland, Esq. Jtmkins, J. G. Johnson,—Benjamin Knox. ! and Jotham Getchell, on the south west by
er chance to disgrace the city.”
Counsellor at Law, to Miss Hannah P. daughter
) the second count ofthe indictment.” The
of Hon. John F. Scammon ; — on the 28th” Mr. {Berwick,)—Enos Morrell, Nathan Murray, I land of John and Abraham Huston and on
ry were unable to agree on the third count,
The fifty-ninth anniversary of our Na Abraham Plummer, to Miss Mary Ann Ladd ; Betsey Morrell,—David Nayson, Moses No the south east by land of John and William
blee, {Berwick) Moses Noble, {East Berwick,) Wormwood, Samuel Estes, William Russell,
i he defendant appealed to the S. J. Court, tional Independence (this day) will be cele Mr. Ivory Fenderson, to Miss Betsey Pudion.
—Hannah Otis, {Berwick,) Frances P. Odi- Nahum Day and James Perkins, containing
i hich sits in November next.
brated by appropriate public ceremonies in
orne,{Berwick,)—Charles T. Perkins,—John in the whole two hundred and fifty acres.—
_______
OBITUARY.~
£ On the indictment against Elias Ham, for several towns in this State. In Portland, an
Staples,—John Twombly.
40.
The said petitioners are seized of one undivi
DIED—In Acton, 10th ult., Miss Mary With
Mwhiding Rev. George B. Cheever, the de- oration will be delivered by James F. Otis—
ded half part, with certain other persons to
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
them unknown ; that they cannot possess,
hidant pleaded that he would not contend in Thomaston, by L. H. Chandler—in Belfast, am, aged 19.
In Saco, 30th ult. Miss Sarah Ann Nason, aged
occupy and improve their said part to any
r ith the Commonwealth. He was fined $60 by J. W. Frost. No preparations have been about 22,—Mrs. ----- , wife of Mr. John Alexan
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, advantage, while the sarbe lies in common
r id the costs of Court—the whole amounting made for a public celebration of the day in der.
and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose
Maine, June 30, 1835.
In this town, at the residence of Hon. Samuel
b $141 62 cents.
the profits thereof.—Wherefore they pray
this town,—indeed, we believe the same may Morrill, of consumption, on the 30th of June, Mr.
V A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
( George W. Jenks and John F. Putnam, in- be said of every other town in the county.
Charles T. Mixer, of Saco, Me., aged 30. A few
DWARD E. BOURNE, John H. Bart that notice may be issued, in due form of
weeks since, Mr. Mixer left borne in the hope of
lett, Francis Brown, Miss Eliza Bacon, law and that their said part may be set off
i cted for aiding said Elias Ham, in thu asand assigned to them in severalty.—And your
restoring tps health by a short journey into this
Miss
Mary Bickford,—Humphrey ChadP
ortland
M
agazine
.
—
The
July
number
i ult upon Mr. Cheever, and Dudley Phelps,
State. But change of place, and the kind atten bourne, Hercules Chadbourne, 2, Nathan ; petitioners shall ever pray.
t publishing the article alledged ,to be a of this deservedly popular periodical has been tion of relatives and friends, were of no avail—
By DANIEL GOODENOW,
Chadwick,—Charles Day,—Jeremiah Emer
THEIR ATTORNEY.
diel, were then discharged, the Attorney received—at too late an hour, however, to Death’s unerring shaft has overtaken him—he son, Nathaniel Evans, 2,—Alexander G. Ferpassed
to
that
bourne
from
whence
no
trav

has
Copy. Attest,
general having entered a nol. pros, in each permit us to speak of the merits of its contents eller returns. A young and lovely wife, with Yiald, Isaac Furbish, John Fairfield,—Nathan
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
to-day, as we have not had time to give them numerous relatives and friends, are called to iel Goodale, Heber Gowen, David Grant,
■ ise.
a perusal. They are—Sir Henry’s Daughter mourn his early departure ; but not as those who Lyman Gitcfiel, John Garland, Jedidiah
STATE OF MAINE.
Gooch, Oliver Goodwin, Mrs. P. A. Gould,
£ Gen. Harrison of Ohio was nominated for —by the editor.—Verses from an unpublished have no hope.—Concord, N. H. Monitor.
Miss Abigail M. Goodwin, Miss Olive Gill- York, ss.—At the Supreme Judicial Court, be
In
Wiscasset,
Col.
T
homas
M
c
C
rate
,
Col

je Presidency, by a large and respectable Poem—by I. S. Pray.—Painting—by |L—
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the
patrick.
lector of the Customs for that port.
County of York, on the last Tuesday of
meeting held in New York, on Monday eve- The Group—Poetry—by B.—All truth should
H. I. J. K. L. M.
In Eliot, 7th inst. Mr. Moses Paul, 3d. aged 22
April, 1835.
J J
years.
Joshua Howe, Miss Juliif Ann Hatch,—
ijing last.
be known—by B.—Outre Mer—by F.—A
the foregoing Petition the Court order
In Newburyport, 23d ult. Mr. Moses Coffin, 35, Miss Mary Jefferds,—Seth Kimball, George
scrap from my Portfolio—by D.—The empty of Hampton, N. H. formerly a respectable man, Knox, Edward Keating, Miss Eliza Kimball,
that the petitioners notify all persons in
The Legislature of Rhode Island convened
Cradle—Poetry—by Eliza.—Editorial Noti but of late a tipler ; he was found drowned in the —William Lord, 2, G. & I. Lord, Jesse Lar terested in the premises, by causing an at
k Newport on Tuesday, 23d ult.
Merrimack.
rabee and others, Amos Lunt, William Lib- tested copy of said Petition, and this order
ces.
In Dorchester, 26th ult. Hon. John Bailey, bey,—Thomas Murphy, Mrs. Mary G. Mitch thereon, to be published three weeks succes
formely Representative of Norfolk District in el, Miss Hannah C. Morrill.
1 We learn from the Eastport Sentinel, that
sively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspa
O^^An Address will be delivered before Congress, and a State Senator from Norfolk
Charles Jarvis, Esq. has been appointed to
per printed at Kennebunk, the last publica
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
County ; 28th, Mr. Francis Everett, 40.
Capt. Daniel Nason, Moses Mason,—Benja tion to be thirty days at least before the term
!iq Collectorship ofthe Passamaquoddy Dis- the Anti-Slavery Society, in South Berwick,
In Baltimore, recently, Isaiah Thomas, Esq.
of this Court to be holden at Alfred afore
ict, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the by Rev. W. Twining, of Lowell, Mass, this aged about 70, son of the late Isaiah Thomas, min Oakes, Miss Harriet Oakes,—Rev. Josi
who was known as the Father of Printing in the ah Powers, Ezra Perkins,—D. Remich, Oran said, on the third Tuesday of October next,
aeath of Gen. Ripley.—A meeting of dele day—commencing at 10 o’clock, A. M.
United States. The deceased was a native of Ross, Miss Ruth Robinson, 2,—David Smith, that all such persons may then and there shew
tes from the several towns and plantations
Miss Martineau will probably visit this Massachusetts, well known and highly respected. Jeremiah Smith, Daniel M. Smith, Miss Sa cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
rah Smith, Mrs. Olive Smith, 2, John Spring said petition should not be granted.
ti the district was. held at Pembroke, on the State sometime in August or September
The body of Mr. Luther Bartlett, (who disap er, Mrs. Olive Stevens.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
¡Dth ult. (the same day on which the news-of
peared a week or two since,) was found this
next.
Copy. Attest,
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
morning, floating in Portland harbor. His throat
;ie appointment of Mr. Jarvis was received at
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Samuel Taylor, Joshua Taylor, James Tit
A strawberry, which measured 3| inches it is said had the appearance of having been ve comb, Titcomb & Smith, Miss Susan S. Tay
June 27.
pastport,) in compliance with previous public
ry badly cut.
totice, for the purpose of recommending to in circumference, was taken from a garden
In regard to the body being found in the har lor, Miss Sarah^B. Thompson,—Rev. G. W.
STATE OF MAINE.
bor, the presumption is that after he had cut his Wells, Daniel Wise, Jun., Francis Watts,
3ie President “a successor to the late Col-I in Haverhill, Mass., last week.
Secretary" of State’s Office, ?
throat at the hotel, he hastened either to Tu- George Wise, Mrs. Diantha L. F. Williams, 2,
Augusta, June 17, 1835.
$
: ctor” for the district. The convention was
Philadelphia was visited on the 26th ult. key’s bridge or one of the wharves whence he Miss Lucretia K. Wells, Miss Sabra Worm
OTICE is hereby given, that the Public
g-ganized in all due form, resolutions adopted
threw himself into the water and thus terminated wood, Miss Sarah Wright, Miss Mary P.
Laws passed at the last session of the
with one of the most terrific thunder storms his existence.— Cour, of Wednesday, Isi inst.
Webster. 76 Letters.
(id William Delesdernier, Esq. recommendLegislature of this State, are ready tor . deliv
ever witnessed in that city. The rain fell in
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
d for the vacant office.
The Convention
ery to the officers of the several Towns and
torrents.
“SHIP^NEWS.
Plantations, &c.
ordered that attested copies of its proceedings
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec’y of State.
KENNEBUNK, JULY 4, 1835.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
diould be forwarded to the President, SecreA letter from Madison, Ind. represents the
port,
July
1,
1835.
YOBlOfAWifFACTURIYG
riry of the Treasury, the Senators and the ravages of the cholera at that place to have
ARRIVED.
D. G. H. L.
June 26—Sch. Ariadne, Davis, from Glouces
lemocratic Representatives in Congress from been appalling. 17 deaths had occurred up
€OWPAYY.
WTICHOLAS DOWNING, Miss Keziah
ter, corn and flour.
fipHE Stockholders of the York Manufaci lis State and that they be published in sun- to the 18th ult.
11
Grant,
Miss
Rhoda
M.
Gordon,
—
Amos
30—Sch. Mary, Webber, Boston.
-Htaring Company, are hereby notified
Jj ry democratic papers. This is truly a melanJuly 3—Schs. Grape, Ward, Boston ; (the Huff,—Charles C. Little, Daniel Libby.
that the Annual Meeting of said Company
F
ires.—Two carpenter’s shops and four G. performed >her trip in 26 hours) ; Ploughboy,
P. S. R.
i holy affair—the party in the Passamaquoddy
will be holden at their Counting-house, in
Perkins, do.
Rev. John Perrin, Harriott G. Patterson,—
Saco, on Thursday, the 16th day of July next,
s ¡strict have beat the bush and Mr. Jarvis has frame houses were burnt, in Philadelphia, on
SAILED.
Mrs.
Rhoda
Smith,
—
Rev.
Samuel
Robins.
the morning of the 21st ult. Several build
at eleven o’clock, A. M., for the choice of offi
June 24—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston.
n aught the bird.
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
cers for the ensuing year, and for the
ings in the vicinity were more or less injured.
30—Schs. Ploughboy, Perkins, do.
transaction of such other business as may le
Moro, Emery, do.
CjU’The establishment of the “ Essex Ga The occupants of the houses destroyed were
July 1—Schs. Grape, Ward, do.
gally come before them. By order of
zette” at Haverhill, Mass., has been disposed poor families, by whom the disaster will be
HE subscriber having contracted with
Penobscot, Pope, Bangor.
CHARLES BRADBURY, President.
if by Mr. Thayer to Mr. Erastus Brooks, severely felt.—Two buildings were consumed
2—Sch. Ariadne, Davis, Gloucester.
the town of Lyman, to support Mary
J. M. BATCHELDER, Clerk.
Cousens, for the year ensuing, hereby givesSaco, June 26, 1835.
MEMORANDA.
formerly of Portland, by whom the paper will by fire in New York, on the night of the 22d
Saco, June 24th—Arrived, sch. Elizabeth, notice, that he has made suitable provision
lereafter be printed and edited.
ult.
Leavitt, Salem ; 25th, schs. Swift, Young, New for her, and forbids all persons harboring or

NOTICE.
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Town Meeting.—At a meeting, called for
ii he purpose of choosing a Town Clerk, to fill
Jhe vacancy occasioned by the resignation of
[ohn Frost, Esq., held in this town on Mon
lay afternoon last, Nathaniel Jefferds was
liehosen Moderator and Timothy Frost Town
-Clerk, without opposition.

Salad Oil, pronounced to be decidedly su
perior to imported Olive Salad Oil, has been
manufactured from Sun-flower Seed, m Ma
ryland.

The Methodist Church in Richmond, Va.
and several houses in the vicinity, were de
stroyed by fire on the morning of the 20th
Maine Wesleyan Seminary.—The num ult. Loss estimated at $20,000. A negro
ber of Students attending this institution, ac woman lost her life and several other persons
cording to the Catalogue for the Spring term, were injured.
“is 174, viz: in the Gentleman’s department
A fleece, of three years’ growth, was taken
140; in the Ladies’ 34.—Rev. Wm. C. Larra
bee has been elected principal of the Semina recently from a sheep belonging to Mr. Geo.
ry and will enter upon his duties at the next Hastings of Colrain, Mass, which weighed
!(term, which commences on the 30th inst. 19 pounds.—A sheep, one year old, was
I The board of Instruction consists of the prin- sheared, a few days since, in Montague, Ms.
J cipal and four assistants—three males and the fleece of which weighed 7f pounds.
j

one female.

(fJ^The annual meeting of the “ York
(County Bible Society” will beheld in Rev.
5 Mr. Wells’ meeting-house, in this village,
o on Wednesday next, 8th inst. at half past nine
o • o’clock A. M.
Mr. Livingston, (our Minister to France,)
1 was 71 years of age on the 28th of May last.

A severe gale occurred on the St. Law
rence on the 20th ult. Many vessels were
driven ashore—some completely wrecked,
others seriously injured. It is believed no
lives were lost. The damage occasioned to
the shipping at Quebec and the loss of tim
ber at the Coves is estimated at 20 or £30,000.
Many barns and other buildings were blown
down.

Bedford ; Angerona, Jordan, Boston ; 26th, schs.
Friendship, Moore, Boston; Betsey,Leavitt,do.;
29(h, schs. Packet, Hartly, Boston ; Sally, Davis,
do. ; Congress, Perkins, do.—Sailed, June 29th,
schs. Adno, Murch, Boston ; Mercator, Scam
man, do.; Charles, Morrill, Portsmouth; Hunter,
Baker, Yarmouth ; Lucy, White, do.; Ontario,
Wells, River Head.
Ar. at New York, 24th, sch. Clara Fisher, Lit
tlefield, Nassau, NP.
At Matanzas, 15th ult. barques Bohemia, Lord,
St. Petersburg, 6 ; Com. Morris, Perkins, Ham
burg, next day.
The sch. New Hope, Crowell, of Dennis, from
New York for Saco, was towed into Portland
22d ult. by fishing sch. Mary Ann, Gloucester,
having lost both masts 19th.
Ar. at Providence, 29th ult. sip. George Wash
ington, Saco.
Cid. at ‘Savannah, 10th ult. ship Pactolus,
Wise, Liverpool.

trusting her on his account, as he will pay no
bill for her support.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
Lyman, June 30,1835.

NOTICE.

HE subscriber having contracted with
the town of York, to support Francis
Haynes, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
notice, that he has made suitable provision
for him, and forbids all persons harboring or
STRAY COW.
trusting him on my account, as I shall pay
no bill for his support.
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber,
JOSEPH THOMPSON.
on Friday, the 26th day of June, a red
York, May 23, 1835.
brindle Cow, with a small bell on. The
owner is requested to prove property, pay
BOOKS.
charges and take her away.
RUND’S Elements of Chemistry ;
NATHANIEL SMITH.
Blake’s Astronomy ;
Kennebunk, July 2, 1835.
Grund’s Natural Philosophy—a new edition ;
Smith’s Arithmetic—a new edition ;
NOTICE.
Smith’s Productive Grammar ;
FOUND in my Stable a short time since, Academical Speaker ; Young Orator ;
a Broadcloth Surtout, which I suppose Worcester’s School Dictionary ;
was accidentally left there by some person.Putnam’s Series of Reading Books ;
The owner can have it by paying for this ad Pierpont’s ”
SPOKEN.
”
”
ANDREW LUQUES.
June 21, off Frying Pan Shoals, brig Saco, vertisement.
Child at Home; Young Christian ;
Kennebunk-port, July 3, 1835.
Perkins, 1 day from Wilmington, N. C. for Bos
Corner Stone ; Mother at Home.
ton, with loss of fore and main topmasts and most
A further supply of the above popular
of her sails, in a tremendous squall, night previ
SCYTHES.
works this day received and for sale by
ous.
D. REMICH.
OY & SON’S celebrated Scythes—also
Kennebunk, June 16,1835.
Snaths, Rakes, Rifles, &c. &c. for sale
WILLIAM LORD.
ETWEEN this place and Sanford cor by
ALLETS, a great variety, for sale by
July 2.
ner, a red Morocco pocket case of Sur
D. REMICH.
gical Instruments, on Friday the 3d inst.
June 27.
Whoever will return the case of Instruments
COFFEE.
BAGS COFFEE, just received and for ^4ORN for sale by
to the owner, shall be suitably rewarded.
WILLIAM LORD.
sale by the subscriber. WM. LORD.
B. SMART.
Kennebunk, July 4,1835.
July 3.
July 4.
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POETRY.

FOR PUBLISHING TN THE CITY OF BANGOR, A PUB
LICATION TO BE CALLED THE

O THE EDITOR OF THE KENNE
BUNK GAZETTE.—-Sir—The sub
scribers having had occasion to spend a
days at the Inn of Mr. N. Morrill, in Wells,
beg leave, through the medium of your paper,
to» recommend it to their friends and the pub
lic, in the most unqualified manner, as being
one of the best houses of entertainment in the
country.
JOSIAH QUINCY ofNew Hampshire,
A. L. WEBSTER
JOSEPH POWERS ”
. ”
CHARLES G. BELLAMY of Boston,
MOSES II. M A RS HALL of Gloucester.
DAVID SAVILLE
’’
Wells, June 10, 1835.__________________

T

THE PEHFEE’S & PENNY 03>TO THOSE AFFLICTED Win
’ MAGAZINE,
"
"
CORNS.
few

Consisting of the American People's Magazine, rpHE celebrated ALBION COJ»
PLASTER affords instant re||f
united with the Penny Magazine of the Lon J
Edited by Mrs. M. P. Carter.
don Society for the Diffusion of Useful and at the same time dissolves and dra5
TT will be the aim of the Publisher to renWhat heroes from the woodland sprung,
i der his work not only amusing and inter
Knowledge.
When, through the fresh awakened land,
the Corn out by the roots, without thelej
esting, but instructive ; or in a word worthy
The thrilling cry of freedqm rang,
HE present publishers of the People’s pain.
Arid to the yoke of warfare strung
the patronage of an American public. It will
Magazine, being desirous of improving
Certificate.— “ To those afflicted wii
The yeoman’s iron hand !
not be his object to overhaul again, the hack
its character, and rendering it more deserv

Corns
on their feet, I do certify, that I
neyed incident and history of the old world,
Hills flung the cry to hills around,
ing of the extensive patronage which it has
used the Albion Corn Plaster, with coir
for subject, but rather to bring to light and
And ocean mart replied to mart,
received, have resolved on enlarging its size,
plete success. Before I had used onebCi
develope the resources of our own country ;
And streams, whose springs were yet unfound,
by uniting with it the London Penny Maga
Pealed far away the startling sound
than which none is richer in themes, whether
zine, which they propose to republish entire, it completely cured a Corn which k
Into the forests heart.
in a literary, moral or political point of view.
and without alteration. The general excel troubled me for many years. 1 makH
VOThe Publisher is aware that his work must
Then marched the brave from rocky steep,
lence and high reputation of the Penny Mag public for the benefit of those afflictedw|
be considered in the light ofan experiment,
From mountain river swift and cold ;
azine, which is published under the patron that painful complaint.
WM. SHAW
local and home-made—as it is intended to be. SUPPLEMENT TO SIX MONTHS IN age of the British Society for the Diffusion of
The borders of the stormy deep,
Flushing,
L.
1.
Feb.
28.
A
CONVENT.
The vales where gathered waters sleep,
But he trusts to the patriotism and self respect
J
"OUSSELL, ODIORNE & CO. are stere- Useful Knowledge, and of which 200,000
Price 50 cents a box.
p EVERY SAT’
Sent up the strong and bold.
of the American people ; and those ofNew AM, ©typing, and will soon publish in a copies are sold in Great Britain, have induced
püßtis
0IES KEngland
in
particular,
for
success
:
and
he
As if the very earth again
volume, corresponding in size and form to ■ the publishers of the People’s Magazine to a[aifl-Sireetr0!
Dr.RELFE’S AROMATIC PlLij
feels confident that the patronage hitherto
Grew quick with God’s creating breath,
dopt this course, as that in which they can
Officeonth
that of Six Months in a Convent,
ETHïGAZET'
awarded to Periodicals, which, though wor
And, from the sods of grove and glen,
FOB
I 1
“Supplement to Six Months in a Convent,” best promote the interest and meet the wish
terms ¡per an««’”Rose ranks of lion-hearted men
thy of merit as literary, were only the reflec
es
of
their
numerous
readers.
The
articles
to
'I'wodoll
confirming the Narrative of Rebecca Theresa
fin HEY purify the blood, quickeni(S{
To battle to the death.
tions of Europe and Europeans ; will not be
Interest w bi?
Reed, by Roman Catholic authors, and by the contained in that work are not all equally a- JL
eolation,' assist the suspended opft
refused
to
one
which
is
professedly
Ameri

remain ur
The wife whose babe first smiled that day,
testimony of more than one hundred Wit dapted to the wants and the taste of lhe lions of nature, and are a general reni^
paper d’s(
can.
The fair fond bride ofyester eve,
nesses, who have been personally examined American Reader; yet few of them can be
lisliefKua Si*
It is the intention of the publisher, as soon
for. the prevailing complaints amongf
And aged sire and matron gray,
life pul
or have given their statements in writing to rejected as undeserving.attention even on this
Saw the loved warriors haste away,
as the length of his subscription list will war
female
part
of
society.
The
pills
are^
side
of
the
Atlantic.
Few
of
them
are
on
sub

any ev'-f ■ it’ i‘isel'1'0“'^
the Committee ; with further explanations by
And deemed it sin to grieve.
rant the expense, to enhance the value of his
charge?1
Miss Reed, of some of the facts in her “ Nar jects of mere local interest—politics are ex ticularly efficacious in the Green SicU
work by the addition of Engravings of Amer
Already had the strife begun ;
rative,” which are denied in the Superior’^ cluded—and discussions of doubtful and dis-1 Palpitation of the heart, Giddiness,
ican scenery, and Music by' American com
Already blood on Concord’s plain
“ Answer
a critical examination of the rel puted questions are rarely introduced.— Breath, Sinking "of the Spirits, DejJ
posers.
Along the springing grass had run,
ative credibility of the “ Narrative” and the The prominent subjects are striking points and disinclination to exercise and sod
And blood had flowed at Lexington,
The Magazine will be published on or
CUK1NG CLOVE
“ Answer,” a true history of the causes that of Natural History—-accounts of the Great Married ladies will find the Pills eqj
Like brooks of summer rain.
about the first of every month, at the low
led to the Convent Riot; a vindication of our Works of Art in Sculpture and Paint useful, except in cases of pregnancy,J
eason for cud'«
,price of $2,00 in advance or $2,50 if payment
As th
That death stain on the April sward
Republican and Protestant Institutions a-] ing—descriptions of such Antiquities as pos
iOf the count
is delayed till the third number.
they must not be taken ; neither must|V
Hallowed to freedom all the shore ;
gainst the charges of Anarchy and Intole sess historical interest—personal Narratives of
many P! .(j, before our
Any person who will procure seven sub
be
taken
by
persons
of
hectic
or
conJ
In fragments fell the yoke abhorred—
rance, and an exposition of the gross decep Travellers—Biography of men who have had
have arr L(iyofour,sl1
The footstep of a foreign lord
scribers and become responsible for the same,
tion and subversive tendency in this country, a permanent influence on the condition of the tive habits. Price $1,50 cents a box.
can reac Uableto ins'
Profaned the soil no more.
shall receive one copy of the Magazine while
of Roman Catholic Cloister Education ; by world—established Facts in Statisticsand Po
they continue.
Lns respecting
the Committee of Publication. With an Ap litical Economy—and other subjects of a like
ALSO—THE CELEBRATED
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
some dir .
Postage must be paid on all communica
general interest, accompanied with a great CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE Pld
L give the cou
pendix of Documents, &c.
tions sent by mail—unless the letter contains
ling it.
number of Engravings, to illustrate almost
For the Morning Star.
11 ’Tis Education forms the common mind,
Which give immediate relief, withounnames of new Subscribers or Money.
bave
bet
every variety of subjects.
ANOTHER MOST SOLEMN WARN
Just as the twig is bent the tree’s inclined.”
Communications intended for the Maga
from tifo
These subjects, however, are of course se least injury to the teeth. On trial tl/iSV
ING TO THE INTEMPERATE.
[particularly ’
The publication of the above work has lected with reference to the condition and be found one of the best remedies kno\vn|
zine, or those on business, to be directed to
which«,
Departed this life in Hamburgh, N. Y. on the Publisher.
been delayed, to wait the promised “ Docu taste of the English reader. As a work to be this complaint. Price 50 cents a box,
JOHN S. CARTER,
four readers,
atientiof
mentary Evidence” which the Lady Superior, presented to an American reader, as a gener
the 1st day of April last, John Otle, aged
No. 44, Main street, Bangor.
k test the mod*
Qj^None are genuine unless signejj
in her answer to Miss Reed, pledged herself al repository of information and entertain
Lalexperimei
thirteen years. The circumstances of his
CHIMNEY BOARD PAPERS,
ded,by
to produce immediately. It is understood ment, in the most important and useful bran the outside printed wrapper by theso/ef,
death were as follows :—A little past mid
VARIETY of patterns. For sale by that the design is abandoned. Should it not
^rze/or, T. Kidder, immediate suicen
of the r It. H that
ches of knowledge, it may be rendered more
day the unfortunate boy obtained a rope, on
the extent de
D. REMICH.
have been, the Committee are desirous of complete on many of the subjects of the high to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. Forsi
with ns,
one end of which was a ring, which he en
L no doubt; I
June 20.
meeting all the evidence that can be produced
it is we
est interest, by the addition proposed. Facts at his Counting Room, over No. 99,
deavored to conceal, and immediately has
; one, which
toidiscredit the “ Narrative.” They are also and events relating to this country—discove street, near Concert Hall, Boston,andi
SIX MONTHS IN A
red to t
tened to a wood, a short distance from his
particularly desirous to obtain copies of the
now to be iifo
ries and improvements of American origin, by his special appointment, bv
that we
father’s house.—But in spite of all his ef HOUSK OF CORRECTION. “ Novices’ Directory” and the genuine Rules
Ldej still Pra
and subjects arising out of our peculiar insti
JOHN
LIL
LIE,
Kennebunk.
B.
MUSSEY
has
now
in
press,
and
to
theo
of St. Augustine, which were in use at the
forts, he was observed by some ofhis’unsushay should net
tutions and state of society, must necessarily
o will publish in four weeks, a Narra
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk.^
Clov
pecting little brothers and sisters, who fol tive of Six Months in a House of Correction, Ursuline Convent.
be, in a great measure, excluded from a Mag
[th, because, in
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Boston,
June
9,
1835.
of
the
s
lowed him to the fatal spot. He then climb by Miss Dorah Mahoney,—with reminiscen
azine particularly adapted to the use of the
[scattering and
bor lost
people of Great Britain. These deficiencies
ed a small tree, and after waiting some time, ces of her adventures in the United States.
Tissue & Fancy Paper.
the bay
made a noose by passing the end of the rope
Note—Though the Committee of Publica
ARIOUS colors of the above, for sale at it is the intention of the publishers to supply
if the. wt
in the People’s Magazine, and this depart
through the ring, which he put on his neck. tion of this little work, may at all times be
the Bookstore of
D. REMICH.
ment of the work, consisting chiefly of ori
ther tin) |iy nor any <
ANY articles are before tlieU
June 8.
He then fastened the rope to the tree and found ready to seal their holy religion with
[scattered, bee
ginal
articles,
will
be
specially
designed
as
a
should I
jumped off, and in a moment was in eterni their blood, if necessary, the publisher thinks
• as a cure for that most obsiiii
companion
to
the
Penny
Magazine,
with
a
grass is
ty !
His little sister being under the tree, it his duty to stand between them and the BO®KS, STATIGiVEKY & view of adapting it more fully to the situation and tormenting disease, lhe Rheomaiisi
consuming heat of popular bigotry.
He
process
ARTICLES.
and
from
close
observation
we
arelJ
shrieked aloud, saying her brother John had therefore announces that the sufferings of
and wants of the American reader. It will
Ly, and lhe I
ue of th
fallen. This brought to the spot her moth Dorah Mahoney are set forth in the following
take cognizance of subjects of Natural Histo believe, that they have, to a very grealii
| clover lie in
Lett
ry, originating on this continent, and particu tent, failed to produce that desirable rest!
er and some of the other children, when a pages on his sole responsibility.
|l two thirds’
AS just received a’ large assortment of larly in our own country—incidents in Amer
until
al
May 9.
scene of sorrow anti lamentation took place
ly cured, whic
Miscellaneous & School Books— ican History, American Biography, descrip and may il not be attributed to the fact,ii
sofficie
which can be better imagined than describ
PAPER HANGINGS
BORDERS, Blank Books, Writing and Letter Paper ; tions of our great works of Public Improve articles said to cure this troublesome dis
will, if je swath be to1
ed.
excellent assortment, this day received Quills ; Ink, &c. &c. all of which will be sold ment, striking specimens of American Archi der, are also recommended to cure aiii|
. eight or ten In
fected
This child was led to the perpetration of
at very low prices.
by
D. REMICH.
tecture, and useful discoveries of domestic every disease with which our frail b«
light, a proportion
Kennebunk, June 6, 1835.
the rash and wicked deed by the cruel treat
Kennebunk, June 5,1835.
origin. This portion of the work will be pre are attacked, and in their preparaiioni!
when t is far cored) ttu
ment which he received from a drunken fath
pared with care, that it may be worthy of object is kept in view, viz: to have i
STRAY HORSE.
upward with the fork, i
beipg received as a companion to the popular medicine a cure for all diseases?
er, who was at this time almost dead drunk
med.—Let it tl
work with which it is now united.
at a neighboring grog-shop.
Some hours
The Vegetable Rheumatic Dropsaref
Lil lhe under i
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber
the
sun
The
People
’
s
and
Penny
Magazine
will
be
[Price reduced to 25 cents.']
afterwards, with much urging and assistance,
on Monday last, a light bay Horse, illustrated with highly finished wood engra fet ed to lhe public as a remedy for Rlw
will be, ¡cording to th
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
he was got home ; but being in liquor, bis
tism, and as rm case is known wheieaf
(light in a two fold sense,) supposed to be the
[from four to si
vings, and‘issued in monthly numbers, con
cation. See directions.
swath,
presence only augmented the grief of his af
remains of the once celebrated Horse Prim taining 64 pages each—the twelve numbers feet cure was not effected, we arejrf
HE character of this celebrated Oint
three st
rose. The owner is requested to prove prop equal to 2300 page§ I common octavo. Each in declaring it a valuable medicine fon
flicted family. When under the influence
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
mence Luling in, the v
erty, pav charges and take him away.
of Ardent Spirits, he was often known to
painful
disease,
and
for
no
other
is
it
rat
number
will
be
published
simultaneously
at
speedy and certain cure for theft loathsome
tween I j) windrows ai
JESSE KIMBALL.
vent his madness on poor John ; and on lhe disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Balti mended.—Price 50 cents.
Lyman, June 11, 1835.
h can I ¡rdly be necessi
more.
morning of that day before leaving home pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
CERTIFICATES.
all thes Operations mui
The People’s Magazine will also be issued
for the grog-shop, without any provocation, ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Messrs. Crosbys
Co. :
separately
from
the
Penny,
in
monthly
num

lhe
dev has dried off.
The
well
known
JAUNDICE
BITTERS,
he threatened him with a severe whipping.
An apprentice of minehit
bers, of double the number of pages contain
ed,ilia lover will keel
John was a bright and active lad, had the which are so eminently useful for removing
HANDSOME assortment of Yellow, ed in the present numbers, enlarged and im been for many months so much affid
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
than al ost any other
name of being virtuous, and was the main
Opaque and Russia Quills ; Steel Pens ; proved, and each number neatly put up in a with the Rheumatism in one of Irish
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by
lest is, take up a bum
English Writing Ink;
support of the family.
Frequently after
as
to
be
unfit
for
labor
;
and
a
fl
er
trying
|
strong
cover.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
twist il | no juice exudi
American Black and Red do ;
having labored hard to obtain the means of
The first number of the People’s will be is him many popular medicines,! applied^
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Ink-powders ; Crayons ;
, with safety,hauled
support for his poor mother and her chil
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
sued on the 1st of April next, and it is intend Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which i
Writing and Letter paper—a great variety—
ed in c hr cut in the i
ed to issue, the twelve numbers in such inter
dren, his drunken father would expend his and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
short time effected a perfect cure:am
by the quire or ream ;
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .1, P.
fling, ai always the su
earnings for rum. The deceased was often Hall and others. Druggists in Boston, and all orders to Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every vals, as to complete the volume by the 1st of has now been more than six nionths,8
January
next.
preven p by bad weath
heard to say it would be better for him to be addressed to Jesse Ilaniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
without any new attack of the disease]
pattern usually enquired for.
The first number of the Penny, commenc
ry
foye of hay with sal
die than to live—that he had rather die than LUCIFER MATCHES for sale by”
For sale by
p. REMICH.
ing with a late number of the London edition, though the boy has been frequentlyejf
or 151 | to the ton, or
June
20.
stay here, &c.—always assigning as the rea
D. REMICH.
and with a regular volume, will be issued in sed to damps and rains.
of dry law, from 6 to
son, the cruel treatment of bis father. All
June 27.
connexion with the People’s, commencing
ROBERT CUTLER
tween try two layer
that I have conversed with on the subject,
with No. I., on the 1st May next, and the
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
sameil tkness, will be
HE subscribers, having contracted with succeeding numbers will appear at intervals,
who were acquainted with the circumstan
UOR» CABOT.
I do hereby certify, that I was a®
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup so as to complete the volume of twelve num
servati Land e^ecis
ces, have no doubt but lhe father was the
rg'SHIS beautiful and thorport the Poor of said town the present year,
will ei hie (ht* (anaer
bers, by the 1st of January next. The Penny with lhe Chronic Rheumatism forabouts
JL ough bred young Blood
cause of this rash act of the son; and I
hereby give .notice that they have made the Magazine may be obtained separately from en years, so that I was unable to attend
a far eener state, (hr
Horse, is of an elegant dark
have been informed by a Christian person,
necessary provisions for their support. They the People’s.
my business one third of the time. M
done
Chesnut color, with a star, therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
that the father has admitted the fact himself.
A specimen of the Penny Magazine is giv time I tried every thing I could bearoif
black
main,
tail
and
legs,
both
hind
feet
par

the str w interposed I
O, how awful will be the eternal destiny of
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they en with with No.26 of the People’s. Either
tially white below the pastern joints. He
hay, I ! absorbing ils
are determined to pay no bill for their sup or ail the previous numbers of both works, was recommended to cure the comply
this wicked man, unless he makes speedy
was 6 years old in June last ; 15 hands high ;
but found no relief, and in fact I hadab
ed
mu I more va/uab
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
repentance !
supplied at subscription price.
with a great share of bone and muscle. His
FRANCIS BOSTON.
salt be ¡brink/ed on (1
Subscribers to the People’s Magazine, who despaired of finding any. In lhe fallofH
At the funeral I preached a discourse Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
ly cor [med both b
have paid the publishers, and have not re I was at Columbus, at which time I wasi
from Isa. 10:3. Never did I more fully Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
able
to
get on to m_y horse without help,
ceived
all
the
numbers
due,
can
be
supplied
From [great quantii
realize the awful effects of rum drinking. O, age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
BARK WAITED.
free of charge, on application to them, post friend of mine advised me to purcbast
ced o an acre, its h
may God speed on the Temperance Refor in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
HE subscriber wishes to purchase 50 paid. Also, ail those persons who subscribed bottle of Messrs. O. & S. Crosby &0
mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the
tyto use with which
mation.
Horatio N. Plumb.
Cords good Hemlock Bark, for which and paid the agents in Cincinnati, for the first Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which h
celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
farme kill find,that c
Hamburgh, N. Y. May 15,1835.
a fair price will be given.
volume, or any authorized agent, for either
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
and applied as directed, and found inn®
pest I 3 on which the’
volume,
shall
be
supplied
with
all
the
defi

RALPH
CURTIS.
and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
in gw
A person’s Friends are sometimes his worst now valued high for a brood mare.
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
cient numbers, on application ;o the publish ate relief, and I am perfectly curcd-s
in go per in the lai
ers, enclosing a remittance for the third vol has now been more than six months ami
Enemies.—This holds true in many instan
LORD CABOT
have never had a return of the pain-i
ume, post-paid.
weal W salted, bi
ces, and especially in relation to intemper Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
Terms.—For the People’s and Penny Mag though in the winter of 1832—3, If
will ^Mlalon
ance.
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
azine together, two dollars andfifty cents for chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and di
ler,
The fond mother, who feeds her infant at the usual low price of Seven Dollars,
the aid ol
IN all ages of the world a beautiful head of twelve monthly numbers, put up in beautiful them across the Alleghany mountains
woi ed.
with alcohol, however much it may be dilu to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with
style.
hair
has
been
considered
the
greatest
or

in a year, will be charged as with foal.
Philadelphia market, and was expos
? kpMmnolii
ted and sweetened, is a more dangerous en
For the People’s only, as described above,
nament ever bestowed by nature upon the
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
through the tour to cold and rain.
cun ? cloverh^,i8i
emy to her child, than the assassin who plots
human
frame,
and
indispensably
necessary
to
one
dollar.
For
the
Penny
only,
as
described
Saco, March, 1835.
cheerfully recommend it to all who are:
« eli ’ate like
against its life ; for he may be discovered
above, one dollar and fifty cents.
We the undersigned having known Lord the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
Q^*Payments in all cases in advance, or flicted with the Rheumatism.
forni any,—in a w
and secured : but an appetite for stimulating Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro general complaint of young persons, that their
|
WM. COCHRM
«hat r England, ih
drinks once accquired is difficult to be de nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse, hair is falling oft'or becoming dry and un the most undoubted reference.
healthy ; this may be owing to the applica
SAMUEL COLMAN,
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
some hent, as cio
stroyed.
and Well deserving the patronage of the pub
tion of improper and injurious oils, or to the
Successor do Lilly, Wait
Co.
will I 'tresistrain
lic.
Rufus Banks,
Sold wholesale and retail by JOB'
Boston, February, 1835.
entire neglect of the hair.
Without proper
Stephen Littlefield,
some j^r grasses
PROBATE NOTICE
attention, diseases of the hair will arise, which
LILLIE, Kennebunk’, Nathan KeiiR
Jere. Millikin.
»teen »i's experier
TAKE NOTICE.
are often found to occasion thinness, fall
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No.\li
At a Court of Probate, held at Saco, within and
April 4.
4ni.
•any, r bad it mucl
ing off, and frequently total baldness. For Fin HE subscriber, having contracted with South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, &&
for the County of York, on the first Monday
the overseers of the poor of the town
indet "e have fou
these evils and the necessary inconveniences -Min June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
No. 78 and. 79, Commercial Street; S '
dred and thirty five, by the Hyn. WM. A.
attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
■er to R clover ha
Brewer,
&
Brothers,
No.
90
cmc/92,
W
TO HIS beautiful Horse will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be ing to said town, for the term of one year from
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
■as th Ie or four tons
JL
will stand at the Live fore offering this Oil to the public it had been date hereof, and having made provision for ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, Not B
ATHAN D. APPLETON & William
■aid ( Psteqcan bi
Cornhill,
Boston.
ry stable of Mr. Peter Good- tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
Cutts, administrators of the estate of
■than F fon of the I
Richard Cutts, late of Berwick, in said coun
___ win, in Kennebunk, during ness and falling off of the hair and in every boring or supporting any of said paupers on
be b ¡d indeed tohii
ty, esquire, deceased, having presented their the present season.
instance its salutary effects have been realized his account.
JAMES HOBBS.
not fcecare to pr
This Horse was sired by the old Morgan, to admiration. It has never failed to produce
second account of administration of the estate
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
HE subscriber having contracted
and is well proportioned, both for beauty, a new and beautiful growth on heads already
leas is much clover
of said deceased, for allowance :
the town of Kennebunk, to support^
Mall and Office to ILet.
ORDERED—That the said administrators speed and strength; is ofa dark bay' color, bald, and to check that falling off which so
bin
poor
of
said
town
for
one
year,
hereby^
O LET, the Masonic Hall, (over the store I
give notice to all persons interested, by caus and in appearance combines every quality often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
notice that he has made suitable proviso
of Mr. John G. Mayo.) It will be let j
ing a copy of this order to be published three calculated to insure handsome colts and a and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon
at the Alms-House, and herei|
on
I for Religious or Public Meetings, and for for
anythem
j
We consider com render it healthy and produce a rapid and
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga good breed of horses.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting
co
other
purposes
for
whichHalls
are
usually
i
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, ment as to his beauty or good qualities unne beautiful growth, without the least injury to
of the Paupers of said town on my accou»1
w
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be cessary, but invite gentlemen to call and ex the most delicate head ; nor does any falling let. Also, the room adjoining the office o>f or on account of the town, as I shall pay ”
nutrii
w
Joseph
Dane,
Esq.,
suitable
for
a
Lawyer
’
s
held at Limerick, in said county, on the first amine forthemselves, when we are confident, off follow after using it.
That loss of hair
bill for their support.
Rents moderate. For further par
th
Monday in July next, at ten of the clock in they will find his appearance a sufficient rec which so often takes place after sickness may Office.
JAMES WARR®
Porh
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they ommendation.
St(
be easily prevented by using this celebrated ticulars apply to
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
'ty
T
erms
.
—
Six
dollars
to
warrant
a
foal
;
GEORGE
WISE.
have, why the said account should not be al
SO( las
Oil.
In short no Oil has ever been offered
Kennebunk, May 16, 1835.
2m.
Four dollars the season.
lowed.
to the public that gives such universal satis
sta '?JdsaHb0
CAEF
SKIiys
WANTED,
Alt Mares disposed of before the usual faction and stands the test of experience like 'SIX MOXTIIS IN A COXVRAT.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
iti
THE subscriber wishes to purchase Cm
A true copy—Attest,
RWtliiiiAl
time of foaling, will be considered as with Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
FURTHER supply of the above just re
Skins, for which a fair price will
Wb. Cutter Allen, Register.
w»ise carok
foal.
For sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
ceived
and
for
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
given.
RALPH
CUW
June 6.
en father.
Kennebunk, May 5,1835.
Kennebunk, April 25,1835,
June 27.,
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
its a food for he
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